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#43
Description

Excel 43 - Gun Cleaner Aerosol supplies a strong aerosol spray stream that removes both
solvent and waterborne paints from difficult to reach surfaces. No special equipment or
dipping is needed. Excel 43 quickly dissolves paint and features a pinpoint spray tip.
Removes paint from spray gun bodies, tips, and cups, as well as many other shop surfaces.
Meets national VOC regulations.
Use suitable respiratory protection.
Use of a fresh air supply respirator is recommended.
Shake Excel 43 - Gun Cleaner thoroughly before use.

Suitable surfaces
- This product may not be compatible with all surfaces and all
conditions surrounding application. Before
applying to any surface, always test product in a small,
inconspicuous area to ensure no damage will result.

Directions of Use

I. Spray the spray gun thoroughly until empty after painting.
II. Remove the paint cup and nozzle head.
III. Within 2 hours of finalizing your paint work rinse the inner part of
your spray gun as well as the nozzle head using the lancet on
the spray head of the aerosol.
IV. Drain the spray gun by spraying directly into the paint inlet or
paint cup while pumping the gun trigger. Continue spraying until
waste runs clear.
V. Reassemble your spray gun and dry it with compressed air.
VI. To remove paint from the outside of gun, hold can approximately
6 - 12 inches from the gun, and apply liberally. Partially cured paint
should be allowed to soften for a few minutes before wiping off.
Note: Protect surrounding areas from overspray. Hold can in an upright
position and point arrow on top of button away from you.
**50 State Compliant Product**
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